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AD INTÉRIEURS 2016

Launched in 2010 for the 10 years anniversary of the magazine,
AD Interieurs celebrates the work of interior designers. Since
then, every year, in September, a few selected talents stage a
decor showing their skills as much as their style.
This unique exhibition allows the public to discover «for real»
living spaces usually reserved to the pages of the magazine.
This new device aims to capture the spirit of the moment and
propose prospective visions of the house.
The AD Interieurs exhibition has become one of the great
cultural rendez-vous of the Parisian autumn. Building on
the success of previous editions, AD magazine continues the
adventure this year in a new place, La Monnaie de Paris,
around a new theme, The Art of Collecting.
Whether

it is to build relationships between works of art,

or to create a set of objects around a theme or to assemble
documents, a collection always tells a passion.

AD

has asked interior designers that will be present for

this edition, to organize their decor around sets of objects
that the hold close to their heart.

“cabinet

Rather than a traditional

de curiosité”, they are asked to arrange bedrooms,

living rooms, kitchens, offices, to illustrate the idea of living
in these intimate treasures.
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THE ART OF COLLECTING
AN URBAN ZOO - OITOEMPONTO
Urban Zoo is the reflection of Oitoemponto’s universe. The project is a successful mix of furniture by the
leading designers of the 1940s to 1970s, delightfully and harmoniously rubbing shoulders with numerous
creations by Oitoemponto as well as a very selective array of works of art and unique pieces from reputed
designers.

The decor
A

Walls
structured by seventies polycarbonate arches open to reveal a collection of silver animal objects.
This spectacular space renews with a chic jet set. It refers to the decors of James Bond as much as the
Elysian salons from the Georges Pompidou era.
huge vintage sofa designed by the

American Adrian Pearsall

inviting us to contemplation.

The collection

Turtle, ducks and storks set in sterling silver and semiprecious stones define a picturesque bestiary. There
are around 30 rare pieces of the Portuguese goldsmith Luiz Ferreira (1909-1994), dating from 19601970, exhibited by OITOEMPONTO. These decorative objects inspired by nature bring a baroque touch to
the serene lounge.
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THE ART OF COLLECTING
AN URBAN ZOO - OITOEMPONTO
OITOEMPONTO displays a set of collector’s pieces from
Luiz Ferreira baptized An Urban Zoo.
Seeking

to show ways of living surrounded with family

treasures in the most sublime and refined way.

Most

of the pieces presented on this exhibition were

produced by

Luiz Ferreira up to 1994, they belong to the
Luiz Ferreira and private collectors.

collection of

"Luiz Ferreira’s hand is visible in every piece he made.
Each item stands alone, for he designed them one by one,
finetuning details that made each one individual. This is a
tribute to the great silversmith Luiz Ferreira. "

Cockatoos

Special

thanks to

Cristina Ferreira
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AN URBAN ZOO
THE ART OF COLLECTING

Freshwater Turtle

Stags
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Turkey

Cobra
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Tiger

Dragon
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Frog

Silver Oak
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Triton

Pernalta
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OITOEMPONTO

Oitoemponto*

emerged in

1993

from the perfect alchemy

between two strikingly different but terribly complementary
personalities. It is almost the ideal success story.

With Artur Miranda’s experience
and design, he set himself apart
vision of decoration, a clearly

of the world of fashion
by his decidedly modern
marked desire to break

with the established codes and dare the most unexpected
combinations, while at the same time fostering and developing
an innate sense of colour.

Jacques Bec brings to the duo a
French touch, as well as the
precious know-how acquired during his studies at the Met
de Penninghen graphic arts school in Paris.
Together, the two designers create sublime décors for
dozens of lucky people. Each production is the fruit of
refreshing enthusiasm and the

long hours of coordination during which the lifestyle of
the client is examined in minute detail in order to create an
optimum match for their needs and wishes.

The result is a subtle mixture of the owners’ tastes and the
incomparable talent of Jacques Bec and Artur Miranda.
Unique places, at once refined and convenient to live in,
bright and discreet, modern and timeless...
A delicately joyous and chic atmosphere, just like the two
designers.
*Oitoemponto means “eight o’clock precisely” in Portuguese.
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